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2013 Colorado Bandmasters Association Judging Scale  

May 1, 2013 

              

Local Shows sanctioned by the Colorado Bandmasters Association 

 

CBA Regionals: Music/Visual/Chief Judge  

Minimum  $250.00     15 performances or less     

   $14.00 per performance from 16+ 

   

Mileage is paid @ .25 per mile based on 50 miles one way minimum based on Mapquest 

 

T&P/Announcer/Audio Technician/ Color Guard Commentary/Tabulator/Percussion 

Minimum  $200.00 15 performances or less   

   $10.00 per performance from 16+ 

   

 

 

CBA Sanctioned Shows with Prelims/Finals: Music/Visual/Chief Judge 

Minimum   $450.00 28 performances or less   

   $14.00 per performance from 29 to 34 

Maximum  $550.00 35 performances or more 

   

T&P/Announcer/Audio Technician/ Color Guard Commentary/Tabulator/Percussion  

Minimum  $330.00 28 performances or less   

   $10.00 per performance from 29 to 34 

Maximum  $400.00 35 performances or more 

 

*Note: Exhibition performances are to be included in the performance count in the Salary Scale* 

 

Expenses for out of state judges will include but not limited to: 

Air Fare  

Single Room Accommodations (judges are responsible for any incidental charges including 

internet) 

All Local Transportation including airport shuttle arrival and departure 

All Meals for show day including breakfast, lunch, dinner and after show 

** mileage to and from departure city, baggage fees and airport parking is considered the 

responsibility of the judge and not an add-on expense** 
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State Championship 4A-5A Judging Scale 

Music/Visual/Chief Judge 

 

2-Day event:  Judging Friday and Saturday   $900.00      

 

T&P/Announcer/Audio Technician/Tabulator  $575.00      

 

Expenses for out of state judges will include but not limited to: 

Air Fare  

Single Room Accommodations (judges are responsible for any incidental charges including 

internet) 

All Local Transportation including airport shuttle arrival and departure 

All Meals for show day including breakfast, lunch, dinner and after show 

** mileage to and from departure city, baggage fees and airport parking is considered the 

responsibility of the judge and not an add-on expense** 

Mileage for In-State: Mileage is paid @ .25 per mile based on 50 miles one way minimum 

based on Mapquest 

  

 

State Championship 1A-2A-3A Judging Scale 

 Music/Visual/Chief Judge     $600.00  

 

 

T&P/Tabulator/Announcer/Audio Technician  $400.00  

 

Expenses for out of state judges will include but not limited to: 

Air Fare  

Single Room Accommodations (judges are responsible for any incidental charges including 

internet) 

All Local Transportation including airport shuttle arrival and departure 

All Meals for show day including breakfast, lunch, dinner and after show 

** mileage to and from departure city, baggage fees and airport parking is considered the 

responsibility of the judge and not an add-on expense** 

Mileage for In-State: Mileage is paid @ .25 per mile based on 50 miles one way minimum 

based on Mapquest 


